
GARCHET-MORALET (FRA) IN FEMININE CATEGORY AND WERNER
MARTI IN MASCULINE CATEGORY WIN THE INDIVIDUAL RACE OF
THE ISMF EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS SKIMO BOÍ TAÜLL 2022.

The provisional medal ranking is led by Italy with 19 medals, followed by
France with 18 and Switzerland with 15. Spain is in fourth place with 8.

Carlos Torres, in the U18 category gives a second gold medal to Spain.

Carlos Torres, the new European champion in the individual modality in the U18 category, in an instant during today's test



Boí Taüll Ski Resort, Alta Ribagorza. This Saturday, the individual race of the ISMF European Championships
Skimo Boí Taüll 2022 has been disputed. Considered de main event of the championships,it has been inaugurated
by the president of Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya, Marta Subirá. The French Axelle Garchet-Moralet
achieved the victory in senior feminine category, in a thrilling final against the Swedish Tove Alexandersson.
Werner Marti won in the men's absolute category. The other winners, by categories were: Lisa Moreschini (ITA)
in U20 feminine; Aurélien Gay (FRA) in U20 masculine; Caroline Ulrich (SUI) in U20 feminine; Anselme
Damevin in U20 masculine; Ida Waldal (NOR) in U18 feminine and Carlos Torres (ESP) in U18 masculine.

Again, as in previous days, the organization did an excellent job to design four layouts for the different
categories, that forced participants to show their best level. Ascent, skis on the back, and descent sections but,
above all, the transitions, have made it clear that the individual race of the ISMF European Championships
Skimo Boí Taüll 2022 have obliged the athletes to show their best technical and endurance skills.

The tracks were different, according to the category. The participants of the masculine senior category have made
a loop that ran three times through Vista Aneto, and once through Pala del Tuc and Concòrdia with a cumulative
drop of 1,592m +. The participants of the feminine category and the participants of the U20 category have made
a loop passing twice through Vista Aneto and once through Pala Tuc and Concòrdia with a cumulative drop of
1.302m+. The U20 feminine and U18 masculine categories have made a loop passing twice through Vista Aneto
and once through Concòrdia with a cumulative drop of 890m+ and the U18 feminine category have made a route
passing through Vista Aneto and Pala Tuc with a cumulative drop of 742m+. In order to adapt to the Olympic
format and also to the streaming broadcast, some tracks have been designed in a loop and without leaving the
visual scope of the station. This fact has added value by making it much more accessible to the public.

Boí Taüll and Organization staff took advantage of the resting day of yesterday in order to work on the
preparation of the best tracks possible, thus being a great success allowing, not only the athletes to enjoy the
course, but also the public that has attended the event live, as well as those who have followed it by streaming

All categories podium positions:

Senior masc. Senior fem.
1.- Werner Marti (SUI). 1.- Axelle Gachet-Mollaret (FRA).



2.- Matteo Eydallin (ITA). 2.- Tove Alexandersson (SWE).
3.- Michele Boscacci (ITA). 3.- Alba de Silvestro (ITA).

U23 masc. U23 fem.
1.- Aurélien Gay (SUI). 1.- Lisa Moreschini (ITA).
2.- Paul Verbnjak (AUT). 2.- Samantha Bertolina (ITA).
3.- Matteo Sostizzo (ITA). 3.- Katia Mascherona (ITA).

U20 masc. U20 fem.
1.- Anselme Damevin (FRA). 1.- Caroline Ulrich (SUI).
2.- Thomas Bussard (SUI). 2.- Antonia Niedermaier (GER).
3.- Robin Bussard (SUI). 3.- Manuela Pedrana (ITA).

U18 masc. U18 fem.
1.- Carlos Torres (ESP). 1.- Ida Waldal (NOR).
2.- Mirko Lupo Olcelli (ITA). 2.- Louise Trinchez (FRA).
3.- Jules Raybaud (FRA). 3.- Loanne Roussillon (FRA).



So far, the medal ranking is:

País Gold Silver Bronze Total
Switzerland 10 3 2 15
France 6 3 9 18
Italy 3 10 6 19
Spain 2 2 4 8
Norway 2 0 0 2
Sweden 0 3 0 3
Austria 0 1 2 3
Germany 0 1 1 2
Eslovakia 1 0 0 1
Andorra 0 1 0 1
Belgium 0 0 1 1

Tomorrow, Sunday, the mixed relay race will take place, last event of the ISMF European Championships Skimo
Boí Taüll 2022.

All information on results, photographs and compaction of video images will be available on the website
https://www.skimoboitaull.cat

Journalist accreditations for the Championships https://skimoboitaull.cat/premsa/
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